Bert Graves Memorial Scholarship & Research Tournament
Lake Merced Golf Club
Sponsors & Contributors

LOU TONELLI
LAKE MERCEDE GOLF CLUB
MARK CORSO
PUTNAM GMC
J.B. BRYAN
A.G. EDWARDS
CLIFFORD D. PETERSON
AE VNA SPRINGS G C
CONRAD KULIK
ANCON BIO SERVICES
MARTY GIOVANETTI
ASSURED AGGREGATES CO INC.
GEORGE RAYMOND
BAYER ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
GRE WAHL
BECKER UNDERWOOD
THOMAS BASTIS CGCS
CALIFORNIA GOLF CLUB
MIKE NUNEAMACHER
CASTLEWOOD COUNTRY CLUB
RANALD D. GAI CGCS
CLAREMONT COUNTRY CLUB
MARTY ROYER
COMMUNICATION ADVANTAGE
GARY WILLIAMS
CORDOVA GOLF COURSE
DOUG AYERS
CORRAL DE TIERRA
MICHAEL BASILE
COYOTE CREEK GOLF CLUB
DALE SIMPSON
CROW CANYON COUNTRY CLUB
TIM POWERS CGCS
CRYSTAL SPRINGS GOLF COURSE
BRIAN GAUNCE
DBD STRUCTURES
JOHN JORGENSEN
DEER RIDGE GOLF COURSE
TODD LLYNEN
DIABLO COUNTRY CLUB
BRIAN MCVRAE
EAGLE RIDGE
JOEL SIMMONS
EARTHWORKS

MICHAEL L. FARMEN
FARMLOAD DISTRIBUTORS
RAYMOND STORY
GREEN VALLEY CC
TOM BRADFORD
GREEN VALLEY CC
DAVE GRAVES MIKE LIGNON
H V CARTER COMPANY INC
BRANDON COULTER
HIDDEN VALLEY LAKE GOLF & CC
JOHN HOLMQVIST
HORIZON TURF
ADRIAN BERTENS
HYDRO ENGINEERING
JIM ARNAZ
J ARNAZ TREE MOVERS
JOHN ARNAZ
J ARNAZ TREE MOVERS
DAVID BURNS
LYNNGO GARDEN MATERIALS INC
PAUL TRULYTS
LYNNGO GARDEN MATERIALS INC
DALE ENGMAN
MAYACAMA GOLF CLUB
DAVID SEXTON CGCS
MEADOW CLUB
SCOTT LEWIS CGCS
MENLO COUNTRY CLUB
THOMAS FONG
MIRA VISTA GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB
STEVE C BYRNE
MIRRA VISTA GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB
MICHAEL HILL
MOFFETT FIELD GOLF COURSE
CHUCK DAL POZZO
MONTEREY AG RESOURCES
VINCENT KEATS CGCS
NAPA VALLEY COUNTRY CLUB
DOUG NICKLS
NICKLS GOLF GROUP
DARREN MAC FARLANE
NORTH PACIFIC AG PRODUCTS
CLAY WOOD JR
OAKLAND ATHLETICS

MICHAEL R CLARK CGCS
OAKMONT GOLF CLUB
ROBERT A LAPI
ORINDA COUNTRY CLUB
JIM COLANGELO
PACIFIC GROVE GOLF LINKS
MICHAEL LEACH
PACIFIC GROVE GOLF LINKS
PAUL J DIAS CGCS
PALO ALTO GOLF COURSE
MICHAEL T GAVALE CGCS
PALO ALTO HILLS GOLF COURSE
DEAN GIUMP
PASATIEMPO GOLF COURSE
DUBLAG DUBRIA
POPLAR CREEK GOLF COURSE
BRIAN NETTZ CGCS
ORETROD GOLF COURSE
DAVID ARCHER
PUMP REPAIR SERVICE COMPANY
DONALD ALLEN
R V CLOUD CO
BILL DAVIS CGCS
RALEH OSTERLING CONSULTANTS
JOHN GRANT
RETRED SUPERINTENDENT
MICHAEL SOUZA
RICHMOND COUNTRY CLUB
MICHAEL KANE
RIO VISTA GOLF CLUB
RYAN ZUEHLSDORF
RODY RANCH GOLF CLUB
RUSSELL MITCHELL
RUSSELL D MITCHELL ASSOC
CHANAN A FASANELLO
SAN GERONIMO GOLF COURSE
JASON GREEN
SAN JOSE COUNTRY CLUB
CHRIS DUBAS
SANTA TERESA GOLF CLUB
MITCH LEENER
SCELZ ENVI
TERRY GRASSO CGCS
SEQUOYAH COUNTRY CLUB

ARMANDO SANCHEZ
SEQUOYAH COUNTRY CLUB
DON NAUMANN
SIERRA PACIFIC TURF SUPPLY
THOMAS JACKSON
SIERRA PACIFIC TURF SUPPLY INC
DAVID PIERG CGCS
SIMPLOT BEST PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS
MATHEW DUNMYER
SONOMA GOLF CLUB
ALLAN TROWNBRIDGE
SOUTHERN LINKS
ANDY SLACK
SPOT WATER MANAGEMENT
CHRISTOPHER MAINS
SPRING VALLEY GOLF COURSE
PETER HERRERA
STABILIZER SOLUTIONS INC
DAVID DAVIES CGCS
STONEBRAE CC
GARY CARLS CGCS
SUNNYVALE GOLF COURSE
MICHAEL PARKS
TARGET SPECIALTY PRODUCTS
TIMOTHY YOUINGBERG THE BRIDGES GOLF CLUB
GLENN MATTHEWS
THE COURSE AT WENTE VINEYARDS
BAINCE BOCCIONE
THE DAVEY TREE EXPERT COMPANY
GARY FELICIANO
THE LINKS AT SPANISH BAY
MICHAEL GINELLI
TURF STAR INC
JIMMY WHEATON
TURF STAR INC
MITCHELL FRAISER
TURF STAR INC
MICHAEL RAVEL
UAP PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS
PETE BOWMAN CGCS
UAP PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS
DAVE & BARB WILBER
WILBER TURF AND SOIL SERVICES